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2009Year AbstractFricative Sounds between Standard Arabic and Dialects of the ArabPeninsula: comparative StudyArabic Language is one of the dialects of the Arab peninsula or "theSemetic languages". The Standard Arabic language kept its Vitality and powerfor giving and innovation, the same time other dialects of the Arab Peninsulawithered like Akkadian, Ugaritic, Phonician, Aramic.. etc. the Holy Quran radthe greates role in preserving the standard Arabiclangnage. Stndying any of the phonetic and dialectal phenomena should startfrom Arabic as it represents indispensable basis in reading the old texts. Whatenhancec this truth is that we can hardly find abook about the problems of anyof dialects of the peinsnla without making use of Arabic. Making abalancebetween such dialects and Standard Arabic leads to Linguistic rules can not bereached is the study is limited to Arabic only. In addition it helps in finding outmany phenomena in Arabic Language itself This kind of study is known as"Comparative Linguistics".Because of the importance of follwing the comparative Method in thephonetic and dialectal studies specially studying the similares and differencesbetween Arabic and other languages, I have chosem this subject "the Fricative
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sounds between Standard Arabic and the dialects of Arab peninsula:xomparative study".It is worth mentioning that the field of comparative study is known forbeing difficult especially when tracing the phonctic and dialectal phenomenaback to the mother language (the first). So there should be a certainknowledge of the shapes of the dials- writing like the Hebrew, syriac,Mandaic… etc. and their phonetic systems.The researcher, accordingly, has learned the Hebrew, syriac and Mandaicwritten and spoken. After learning such dialects, the researcher startedgathering the material and it was'nt an easy task. It needed patience andcourage because most of such dialects were found in the from of engraving inforeign sources, not fomention the difficulty of getting and translating suchdialect.This study also made use of the effort of many writers whether Arabscholars and they were few. Or foreigners and they were toomany. This studyis divided into preface and three chapters. It stards with an Introduction andends with a conclusion.The preface deals with the importance of the comparative study in thephonetic and linguistic studies and the naming the Arab peninsula dialects asthe semitic Languages and the common features among this group of dialectswhich led the scholars to believe in the existence of acommon unity amongthem In addition this part of study includes examples showing the importanceof the comparative study in explaining the phenomina.The First chapter deals with the fricative sounds in the stand Arabic andtheir concept for the old and contemporary scholars and their differentnumbers, their way of pronunciation their features. Then the researcherexplains the influcnce of the phonetic neigbouring among the fricative sounds,comparability phenomenon, elision and replacement, then the disagreement,coming next, special inversion and stoppage.The fourth group is the Arab group and it includes the southern Arabdialects and Habashi and the northern Arab which is divided into two parts:the extinct Arabic dialects or (the engraved Arabic) which includes the
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Thamudic, Safaitic and lahyan dialects; and the still living standard ArabicEach of the above dialects is explained in tables and the researcher also hastalked about the phonetic systems and whether the fricative sounds are thereor missing. Each fricative sound is exemplified with exmples from the samedialect to improve the existence of the sound.The Second chapter talks about the Fricative sounds in the Arabpeninsula dialects. Such sounds are grouped into the Akkddian group(Babylonian and Assyriac); the Kanaanic group (Ebld and Ugaritic, Phoenicianand Hebrew), the Aramic group which consists two sub-groups: westen(Nabatin, Tadmur, Hatra and western Including (Syriac and Mandaic).As for the third chapter, it concerns it self with the comparison of thefricative sounds between standard Arabic and the Arab peninsula dialects. Itstarts with historical changes of the fricative sounds in the two kinds absoluteand restricted. Such fricative sounds are classified into three sections: the firstincludes those sounds preserved in both standard Arabic and the Arabpeninsula dialects, the second those sounds preserved in standard Arabic butchanged in the peninsula dialects and the third those changed in the standardArabic but preserved in the peninsula dialects. Moreover, this chapter studiesthe structural Changes of the fricative sounds and the Arab peninsula dialects,and the most important forms are identicality with its two kinds merging andreplace ment, them incompatability and special inversion.The researcher has done agreat deal of study and analysis to come upwith aconclusion in which anumber of results on shown and as the following:1- Calling the Arab peninsula dialects as "Semitic languages" lacks thescicutific truth and accuracy for their were no people called semitictherefore fore, the researcher finds it better to ues the word"dialects" instead of" languages", as the Arabic and the others are nomore than dialects came up from the same source (the first). Suchdialects differ in certain aspects and are similar to each othen inother aspects. The Arab peninsnlar was the cradle for the peoplecalled semitic.2- The Arabic phonetic system is considered a complementary system
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among the systems of the Arab peninsula dialects. It consists of 28sounds, the fricative constiatutes 13 sounds. The ugaritic dialect has30 sounds in its phonetic system except the sound /d/, then theHabashi dialect from the Arabic group in which the phonetic systemconsists of 25 sounds, but it los the sounds /s/, /d/, /t/, /ġ/. while forthe Phoenician, Hebrew, Aramic, syriac and Mandaic dialects, theirphonetic systems consists of 22 sounds, and they lost six sounds /t/,/d/, /ż/, /d/, /ġ/ and /h/.3- The contemporary scholars call both /w/ and /y/ sounds differentnames like: "semi vowls" and "gliding". Both names, to theresearcher, are not good. Instead,, it is better to call them "semi-silent" as they look like the silent sounds in caurying the sound.4- The fricative sounds specially /h/. to large extent, look like thestretching sound and this was common between the standard Arabicand the Arab peninsula dialects and they are called so because thereis no obstade in the air track th old scholars described the sound /h/as being 'hidden' and it is a common feature among other stretchingsounds like /a:/, /h/, /y/ and /w/; in addition, both the month andtongue become in apasition similar to that required for theconsonants. Similarly, in the Arab peninsular dialects, the /h/ soundhas astrong relation ship with the stretching sounds of specially inthe Hebrew dialect and it had the position of the vowels in theMaeeni engraving, and this is aclear evidence for the relationbetween /h/ sound and the stretching sounds in the standard Arabicand its sisters, the Arab peninsular dialects.5- The original pronunciation of /g/ sound was without in the Arabpeninsular dialects, while in the standard Arabic, the pronunciationchanged from the baclc to the middle of the mouth in addition tobeing changed from being simple into double. This sound was foundin one of the less common dialects and the old scholars considered itunacceptable and they concentrated on the compound [g] since thiswas the origin in the Arab peninsula dislects and the standard Arabic
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as well. Moreover, the standard  [g] had no existence in the dialects ofthe Arab peninsular dialects, but only in the standard Arabic whilethe (cairo g) was common between the standard Arabic and the Arabpeninsular dialects.


